Introduction
The first part of the article is, in fact, the classical Routh method delivered in the language of contemporary theory of Lagrangian systems. But the Routh method deals only with concrete equations and, therefore, can be applied only in the case when the configuration spaces of the initial and the reduced systems are manifolds diffeomorphic to open domains in the Euclidean space. The approach described below gives a possibility to find the structure of these manifolds in the general case and also to reveal some properties of the reduced system, first of all, the existence for this system of a global Lagrange function. The notion of a mechanical system used here was introduced in [1] , where the necessary properties of such systems can be found.
As an example of the application of the described method we present the global reduction in the problem of the motion of a rigid body having a fixed point in a potential force field with a symmetry axis; this axis is fixed in the inertial space and drawn through the fixed point of the body. We present the complete proof of the theorem formulated by G.V. Kolosov [2] on the equivalence of the reduced system in this case to the problem of the motion of a material point over an ellipsoid and also some corollaries of this theorem based on the results of [3] .
General theory
We consider a mechanical system with symmetry (M, K, V 0 , G), where M is a manifold (the configuration space of the system), K a Riemann metric on M, V 0 a function on M, and G a Lie group acting on M and preserving V 0 . All objects are supposed to be C ∞ -smooth. The action of G on M is extended to T M with tangent maps. The resulting group of diffeomorphisms is denoted by G T = {T g : g ∈ G}. The metric K is supposed invariant under the action of G T .
In what follows we deal only with the case of commutative G isomorphic to R k ×T ℓ with the natural Lie group structure. In addition we suppose that there exists a principle bundle (M, G, S), which means that (see e.g. [4] ) 1) the action of G is free (the only element having fixed points is the unit); 2) the manifold S is a factor manifold of M with respect to the action of G, the projection π : M → S is C ∞ -smooth; 3) M is locally trivial, i.e., for each point s ∈ S there exist a neighborhood U of s and a C ∞ -map F U : π −1 (U) → G such that F U commutes with any g ∈ G (supposing G acts on itself by means of translations) and the map π −1 (U) → U×G defined as m → (π(m), F U (m)) is a diffeomorphism.
Let us define a standard chart on S as a chart (U, ϕ) satisfying the following conditions:
(i) ϕ is a homeomorphism of U onto the open disk D n of the Euclidean space; (ii) for the domain U there exists the above described map F U . All charts considered below will be supposed standard without loss of generality. The domain of a standard chart will be called a standard subset of the manifold S. Our goal is to construct on T S such a dynamical system the trajectories of which together with initial points in M uniquely define the corresponding trajectories of the initial system.
As usual, for an arbitrary manifold M we call the charts on T M and T * M of the type (T W, T θ) and (T * W, T * θ) obtained from some chart (W, θ) on M the natural charts and the coordinates in a natural chart the natural coordinates.
Let us introduce coordinates on M of the special type. First, we identify G with
. . , ψ ℓ mod 2π), and the group operation is the sum in each coordinate. Let (U, ϕ) be a chart on S. Define u :
. These coordinates will be called special. Let us denote the corresponding natural coordinates on T M and T * M by (q, x, ψ,q,ẋ,ψ) and (q, x, ψ, p, y, ζ) respectively. Here, the same as above, for the sake of brevity we put p = (p 1 , . . . , p n ), y = (y 1 , . . . , y k ), ζ = (ζ 1 , . . . , ζ ℓ ). For all g ∈ G the following commutative diagrams hold
The first integral of the moment of the quantity of motion corresponds to the symmetry group G. It is called the momentum integral [ 
Here g is the Lie algebra of G and g * is the dual space to g; both g and g * are (k + ℓ)-dimensional vector spaces. Since G is commutative, its adjoint action on g * dual to the adjoint action on g is trivial; the stationary subgroup of any point f ∈ g
, and the map α m : g → T m M assigns to each X ∈ g the representative at the point m of the vector field generated by the one-parameter subgroup of G corresponding to X. The map α * m : T * m M → g * is dual to α m . Let us fix a special coordinate system on M. Suppose that X 1 , . . . , X k , Ψ 1 , . . . , Ψ ℓ is the basis in g such that each vector u i X i + µ j Ψ j generates a one-parameter subgroup g(t) of G acting on M in the chosen coordinate system as g(t)(q, x, ψ) = (q, x + ut, ψ + µt),
The isomorphism K * |T m M is given by the matrix ||K ij || (i, j = 1, . . . , n + k + ℓ) of the quadratic form K m (v, v). Obviously, K * (q, x, ψ,q,ẋ,ψ) = (q, x, ψ, Kq, Kẋ, Kψ), where, for instance, Kq = (Kq1, . . . , Kqn), Kqβ is the partial derivative with respect toq β of the function K • T u −1 at the point (q, x, ψ,q,ẋ,ψ) and the function K :
Remark 1. Denote by D the matrix of the order k + ℓ which is the right lower block of the matrix ||K ij ||, i.e., D = ||K ij || for i, j = n + 1, . . . , n + k + ℓ. Since the quadratic form
Proposition 2. The pre-image of any point in T S under the map ρ = T π|J f consists exactly of one orbit of the group G T .
Proof. In special coordinates T g(q, x, ψ,q,ẋ,ψ) = (q, x+x g , ψ +ψ g ), where
In the natural chart on T S corresponding to the coordinates (q 1 , . . . , q n ) we write T π(q, x, ψ,q,ẋ,ψ) = (q,q). Fix a point τ = (q,q) ∈ T S. The manifold (T π) −1 (τ ) is diffeomorphic to G×g. Moreover, if we choose (x, ψ,ẋ,ψ) as coordinates in (T π) −1 (τ ), then any constant section G×{(ẋ 0 ,ψ 0 )} appears to be an orbit of G T . Since J is equivariant and G trivially acts on g * , J is constant on the orbits of G T . Therefore the restriction J (τ ) : G×g → g * of J to the pre-image of τ , linear on each fiber {g}×g, is constant on the sections of the form G×{(ẋ 0 ,ψ 0 )}. Obviously,
and it is exactly one orbit of G T if and only if
is an isomorphism. This is equivalent to the condition that the system
with fixes q andq has a unique solution with respect to (ẋ,ψ). Here f = ξ i du i + η j dµ j and the function K is independent of x, ψ due to G T -invariance. But this system is linear with respect toẋ,ψ with the non-degenerate matrix D. The statement is proved.
Let us formulate some results from [5] (the corresponding numbers from [5] are given in parentheses 1 ). We forget for a while about the above notation. Let M be an r-dimensional manifold and (U, ϕ) a chart on M, ϕ(m) = (q 1 , . . . , q n ). Denote by (q 1 , . . . , q r ,q 1 , . . . ,q r ) and (q 1 , . . . , q r , p 1 , . . . , p r ) the corresponding natural coordinates on T M and T * M respectively. Remark 4. In the natural coordinates θ 0 = p i dq i and ω 0 = dq i ∧ dp i .
Definition 5 (17.2, 3.5.2). Let M be a manifold and let L : T M → R be a smooth function. Then the map
Here L m denotes the restriction of L to the fiber T m M over m. Remark 7. In the natural coordinates Proposition 11. A vector field X on T M is a second-order equation if and only if for any integral curve c(t) of the field X we have c(t) = T (τ M • c)(t, 1), i.e., any integral curve of X equals the derivative of its base integral curve.
Proposition 12 (17.16, 3.5.15). Let X be a vector field on T M and (U, ϕ) be a chart on M with ϕ(U) = U ′ ⊂ R r . Suppose that in natural coordinates X has the form
Then X is a second-order equation if and only if, for every chart, X 1 (q,q) =q for all q ∈ R r .
Definition 13 (17.18, 3.5.11). Given a regular Lagrangian L :
Let X E be the vector field on T M such that for any vector field Y on T M we have
; X E exists and is uniquely defined due to the non-degeneracy of ω L . The dynamical system corresponding to X E is called the Lagrangian system with the Lagrangian L.
The latter term is legitimate due to the following statement.
Proposition 14 (17.19-17.20, 3.5.17). For a regular Lagrangian L the field X E is a second-order equation and a curve c : I → M is a base integral curve of X E if and only if in natural coordinates it satisfies Lagrange's equations
Here, of course, (c(t), c ′ (t)) = T c(t, 1), where T c : I×R → T M.
In this case FL is called the Legendre transformation.
Proposition 16 (18.14, 3.6.4). Let L be a hyperregular Lagrangian. Then its
Remark 17. If L is a hyperregular Lagrangian, then its action in the natural coordinates has the form A(q,q) =q i Lqi. It follows immediately from the fact that X E is a second-order equation.
We now return to the problem considered. Again M is the space of a mechanical system with symmetry (M, K, V 0 , G) and the Lagrangian of this system is
coordinates is solvable inẋ,ψ due to Remark 1. Let the solved system bė
In particular, this means that
Indeed, since V does not depend onẋ i ,ψ j the correspondent partial derivatives of K and L coincide.
Introduce the following notation. Let F : J f → R be invariant under the action of G. By Proposition 2, there exists a unique function on T S closing the diagram
Let us denote this function by F :
The derivatives of such functions have the form
Let δ stand for the external derivative on T S. Let us fix a chart (U, ϕ) on S, ϕ(s) = (q 1 , . . . , q n ). Let (q, x, ψ) be the corresponding special coordinates on M. On T U, we define the following objects
where w s ∈ T U and Lqβ is calculated in the coordinates (q, x, ψ,q,ẋ,ψ). Proposition 18. If f = 0, ϑ L does not depend on a chart and defines a 1-form on T S. For arbitrary f, Ω L is a symplectic 2-form on T S.
Proof. Suppose we have two charts on S with the coordinate transformation v γ = v γ (q) (γ = 1, . . . , n). The corresponding transformation of the special coordinates on M is
This transformation does not change the above introduced coordinates on g * and from (2) we get
Therefore in the new chart,
The condition f = 0 is equivalent to ξ i = 0, η j = 0 (i = 1, . . . , k; j = 1, . . . , ℓ), and the first statement follows from (8). Let us make the change of coordinates in Ω L recalling that δ•δ ≡ 0:
Thus, Ω L does not depend on a chart and is obviously smooth and closed. It is now sufficient to show that Ω L is non-degenerate. Let us expand δ Lqβ with the help of (6) and substitute the partial derivatives of f i and h j obtained from (5) . Calculating the determinant of
The proof is by direct calculation in special coordinates using (5), (6) and Remark 7. We now construct the dynamical system on T S from the vector field X E on T M. It follows from the coordinate form given in Remark 7 that ω L is preserved by the group
Note that
Pick v ∈ T M, Y ∈ T v T M, g ∈ G T and denote w = g −1 v. Then from (9), (10) we get
Then, according to Proposition 2, the vector field X : T S → T T S is well defined by the relation
Proposition 20. X is a second-order equation and X = X E in the symplectic structure Ω L .
and X is a second-order equation on S.
Let us write down the definition of
Note that E|J f = E • ρ, therefore,
Let
By Lemma 19,
. Then (12) and (14) yield X = X E .
Proposition 21. Let a : I → S be a base integral curve of X E , b :
Proof. According to Propositions 11, 14, and 20, c(t) = T a(t, 1) and d(t) = T b(t, 1) are trajectories of X E and X E respectively. In particular,
Definition 22. The dynamical system generated by the vector field X E is called the reduced system on T S.
Remark 23. Let (q(t),q(t)) be a trajectory of the reduced system with initial conditions q(0) = q 0 ,q(0) =q 0 . In virtue of (4) and Proposition 21, the base trajectory on M in special coordinates corresponding to the trajectory of X E with initial conditions q(0) = q 0 ,q(0) =q 0 , x(0) = x 0 , ψ(0) = ψ 0 has the form
Hence, the trajectories of the whole system are restored from the trajectories of the reduced system by direct integration. Note that for the trajectory of X E lying in J f the valuesẋ(0),ψ(0) cannot be chosen arbitrary, but are found from (4).
2 Properties of the reduced system Theorem 1. If f = 0 the reduced system is a Lagrangian system with the Lagrangian L = L .
Proof. Let us show that FL : T S → T * S is a bundle isomorphism. Take a chart (U, ϕ) on S, ϕ : s → (q 1 , . . . , q n ). In the natural coordinates
Let (q, x, ψ) be the special coordinates corresponding to (U, ϕ). Note that for f = 0,
The map (q,ẋ,ψ) → (Lq, Lẋ, Lψ) is an isomorphism R n+k+ℓ → R n+k+ℓ and the map (ẋ,ψ) → (Lẋ, Lψ) is one-to-one (see Remark 1). Then FL is an isomorphism on fibers. Obviously, FL is smooth. Moreover, due to the positive definiteness of K, T ws FL has full rank for all w s ∈ T S. Thus, FL is a diffeomorphism and L is a hyperregular Lagrangian on T S. Obviously, FL takes ϑ L and Ω L to the canonical forms on T * S (see (15), (16) and Remarks 4 and 7). Let E be the energy of L. According to Proposition 16,
In the chart (U, ϕ)
since X E is a second-order equation (Propositions 12 and 20). Then by Remark 17
The Lagrangian of the system on M is L = θ L (X E ) − E. Since f = 0, using Remark 17 and equations (16), (18) we get
Comparing (17), (19), and (20), we see that E = E , therefore X E = X E .
Theorem 2.
In the case f = 0 the reduced system is locally Lagrangian in the following sense. Suppose (U, ϕ) is a chart on S, ϕ : s → (q 1 , . . . , q n ) and (q, x, ψ) the corresponding special coordinates in π −1 (U). Having equations (4) valid on J f ∩ π −1 (U), consider the function L : T U → R which in the chart (T U, T ϕ) has the form
The dynamical system X E |T U on the manifold T U is a Lagrangian system with the Lagrangian L. In particular, a curve c : I → U is a base integral curve of this system if and only if in any chart (U, σ), σ : s → (v 1 , . . . , v n ) it satisfies the equations
. . , q n ) be the transition functions from (U, ϕ) to (U, σ). The corresponding change of the special coordinates in π −1 (U) is given by (7) . Similar to (8), in the chart (U, σ) we have
Let us calculate the values
According to (6) Substituting these values in (23) we obtain
Comparing (22) and (24), we see that in an arbitrary chart
In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1, using in particular (16), we can show that L is a hyperregular Lagrangian on T U and, according to (25), FL takes ϑ L and Ω L = −δϑ L to the canonical forms on T * U. Again
where E is the energy of L, and
In this case
From (26) - (28) we get E = E and, consequently, X E = X E , since Ω L = −ϑ L coincides with the restriction to T U of the above defined form Ω L . The second part of the theorem follows from Proposition 14.
To obtain the next statement, for each standard subset U ⊂ S let us fix some standard chart (U, ϕ). Then for each U by the construction described in Theorem 2 we define a local Lagrangian L U on T U. We want to find out when these functions can be "glued" to produce one function on T S which is a Lagrangian of the reduced system. Let U and V be standard sets with non-empty intersection. It follows from (4), (7) and the definition of the local Lagrangians on T U and T V that there exists a function
The following properties are obvious:
Suppose A = {U α } α∈A is a cover of S by standard subsets. Then the formula c A (α 0 , α 1 ) = dω Uα 0 ,Uα 1 define a 1-dimensional cochain c A of this cover with coefficients in the sheaf R of germs of closed 1-forms on S [6] . The above mentioned properties 1 and 2 mean that this cochain is a cocycle and therefore defines an element of the group 
This by definition of ω U,V gives
Consider the restrictions to V β 0 ∩ V β 1 of the equalities
and subtract the first equality from the second one. Then we get
Finally, we have δ 0 c 0 = ν * c A − c B . Thus, the reduced system uniquely defines an element c = lim
Theorem 3. The reduced system has a global Lagrangian of the form L = L +F +P •τ S , where P is a function on S and F is a 1-form on S considered as a function on T S linear on fibers, if and only if the corresponding element c of H 1 (S, R) equals zero.
Proof. Suppose the reduced system has a global Lagrangian of the needed type. Consider a cover A = {U α } α∈A by standard sets. The local Lagrangians L Uα and L|T U α have the same quadratic part and define the same vector field on T U α . Then, as U α is simple connected, there exists ω α :
, therefore the cocycle c A is a coboundary, and, consequently, c = 0. Now suppose that c = 0. Then there exists a standard cover A = {U α } α∈A such that c A is a coboundary, i.e., there exists a set of functions ω α :
Obviously, L is a well defined Lagrangian on T S and the corresponding Lagrangian system coincides with the reduced system. This proves the theorem.
It is known that the group H 1 (S, R) is isomorphic to the group H 2 (S, R) of the real cohomologies of the manifold S (see e.g. [6] ). From Theorem 3 we have the following sufficient condition for the reduced system to be Lagrangian: if H 2 (S, R) is trivial, then the reduced system always admits a global Lagrangian.
Application to the rigid body dynamics
Let us consider the problem of the motion of a rigid body having a fixed point in a force field with a potential V 0 invariant under the group of rotations about some axis fixed in space and crossing the fixed point of the body. The problem is described by mechanical system with symmetry; the symmetry group is isomorphic to S 1 . It is convenient to represent the configuration space M as the manifold T 1 S 2 , which is the bundle of the unit tangent vectors over the 2-sphere S 2 . Let us consider this sphere to be the unit sphere in space. Let i 1 , i 2 , i 3 be an orthonormal frame in space; i 3 shows the direction of the symmetry axis. Fix the element z 0 = (N, ξ 0 ) ∈ T 1 S 2 such that N = (0, 0, 1) is the north pole of S 2 and ξ 0 is the unit tangent vector at N parallel to i 2 . Let e 1 , e 2 , e 3 be the orths of the principal inertia axes in the body. For each position e = (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ) of the body there exists a unique element g e of the group SO(3) which moves e 1 , e 2 , e 3 to i 1 , i 2 , i 3 respectively. Let us assign to the position e the element of T 1 S 2 to which z 0 is taken by the rotation g e ∈ SO(3): e → g e (z 0 ). Let us show that, under this identification of M with T 1 S 2 , the angles of proper rotation ϕ and nutation θ correspond to the spherical coordinates on S 2 . Denote Q = {x ∈ R 3 : x π}. We say that x ∈ Q is a defining vector of an element g ∈ SO(3) if x lies on the axis of rotation g, x is the angle of rotation, and the direction of rotation is connected with the direction of x by the right-handed screw rule. The element of SO(3) with the defining vector x will be denoted by v x . If the position e of the body is characterized by the Euler angles ϕ, ψ, θ, then the corresponding element g e ∈ SO(3) is a composition g e = v x 3 • v x 2 • v x 1 , where x 1 = −ϕe 3 , x 2 = −θi n , x 3 = −ψi 3 (see Fig. 1 ). The sequence of these rotations is shown in Fig. 2 -4. In Fig. 2 , the point K is the intersection with the sphere of Oe 3 , the circle Γ is the cross-section of the sphere by the plane orthogonal to e 3 and containing N. The element (s 1 , ξ 1 ) ∈ T 1 S 2 is the image of z 0 under the rotation v x 1 . The rotation v x 2 takes K to the north pole N and the circle Γ to the cross-section of the sphere orthogonal to i 3 (see Fig. 3 ). Finally, g e (z 0 ) = (s, ξ) (see Fig. 4 ) and ϕ, θ are the spherical coordinates of the point s. At the same time, the precession angle ψ becomes the angle between the tangent vectors ξ and ∂/∂θ.
We now investigate the action of the symmetry group on the manifold T 1 S 2 . If the position e is obtained from e ′ by the rotation g ∈ SO(3), then g e ′ = g e •g. The equivalence class of e with respect to the action of G is represented in T 1 S 2 as g e • G(z 0 ), which is the set of all unit tangent vectors to S 2 at the point g e (N) ∈ S 2 . Thus, the map π : M → S 2 such that the pre-image of any point of S 2 is exactly the equivalence class of the G-action is defined without using any coordinates. Namely, π = τ S 2 is the projection to the base of the bundle. Obviously, the first two conditions of the existence of a principal bundle hold. To apply the described above procedure of reduction, we have to check the third condition (local triviality).
For any point s ∈ S 2 we can take for U any neighborhood of s not containing poles, and for F U the map (ϕ, θ, ψ) → (ϕ, θ), where the Euler angles (ϕ, θ, ψ) (see Fig. 1 ) are the local coordinates on M except for the pre-images of the poles.
Let us construct the map F U ′ in some neighborhood U ′ of the point N ∈ S 2 . Let g 0 ∈ SO(3) be an arbitrary element with the only condition that g 0 does not take N to itself or to the south pole. Let U be a neighborhood of g e (N) for which F U exists.
We need to show that F U ′ commutes with the transformations of the symmetry group G. Denote by zg (z ∈ T 1 S 2 , g ∈ G) the action of the symmetry group G on the manifold T 1 S 2 . This notation is used to distinguish it from g(s), s ∈ S 2 and g(z), z ∈ T 1 S 2 ; the latter means that the element g ∈ SO(3) is applied to a point s or to a vector z with an origin on S 2 . Let us show that for all
Indeed, let g z be an element of
. This proves (29). Now since F U and, according to (29), g 0 commute with any g ∈ G, this is also true for F U ′ . For the south pole a similar trivialization is built analogously.
Thus, we proved the almost obvious fact that T 1 S 2 a total space of a principal bundle with the base S 2 and the structure group G.
Theorem 4 (G.V. Kolosov). If in the problem of the motion of a rigid body in an axially symmetric force field the momentum constant is zero, then the reduced system with the energy constant equal to h is isomorphic to the problem of the motion of a particle over the surface of the ellipsoid E 2 : Ax 2 + By 2 + Cz 2 = 1 (A, B, C are the principle moments of inertia) in the field with the potential
and the energy constant zero. Here V = V 0 • F −1 and F : S 2 → E 2 is a diffeomorphism. In particular, the motion of a free body (V 0 = 0) reduces to the geodesic flow on
where dσ is the real metric of the ellipsoid.
Proof. By Theorem 1 the reduced problem is a Lagrangian system on the sphere S 2 with the Lagrangian L = L , where L is the Lagrangian of the initial mechanical system. For the local coordinates on the manifold M we take the Euler angles ϕ, θ, ψ. Then ϕ and θ are the spherical coordinates on S 2 . In these coordinates, L has the form L = 1 2
Trajectories of the correspondent system are extremals of the functional
in the class of curves lying on S 2 and satisfying the conditions s(t 0 ) = s 0 , s(t 1 ) = s 1 (s 0 , s 1 ∈ S 2 ). Introduce the following diffeomorphism F :
Extremals of the functional (30) under the map F go to trajectories of the system on E 2 with the Lagrangiañ
In turn, these trajectories are extremals of the functional
in the class of curves u(t) ∈ E 2 satisfying the conditions u(t 0 ) = F (s 0 ), u(t 1 ) = F (s 1 ). Let us fulfill the time change in the extremal problem of the functional
where T is a quadratic form of the components of the vectoru with constant coefficients. The restricting relation has the form Φ(u) = 0, and the change is dt = A(u)dτ . Let u(t) be an extremal of the functional (32). Then the Euler equations hold
The energy conservation law gives
Rewrite equation (33) in the following form
Substituting (34) we get
whereλ(t) = A(u(t))λ(t). This means that u(t(τ )) is an extremal of the functional
Applying this change of time to the functional (31) with
we obtain the first statement of the theorem. To prove the second part, note that in the case of a free rigid body the corresponding mechanical system admits, as a symmetry group, the whole group SO(3). Let a = so(3) be the Lie algebra of SO(3). The momentum integral is j : M → a * . Suppose that on a given trajectory j = f. Let us show that it is possible to choose a subgroup G ⊂ SO(3) of rotations about some axis in space in such a way that on this trajectory the momentum integral of the mechanical system with symmetry (M, K, V 0 ≡ 0, G) equals zero. There exists X 0 ∈ a such that f(X 0 ) = 0. For G, we choose a one-parameter subgroup of SO(3) generated by X 0 . Obviously, G is the group of rotations about some axis fixed in space due to the uniqueness of the one-parameter subgroup with a given generator. Let w m ∈ T M and j(w m ) = f. Then (see [1] , Proposition 4.7) 0 = f(X 0 ) = K m (w m , α m (X 0 )). The Lie algebra g of G is g = {γX 0 : γ ∈ R} ⊂ a and for all Y ∈ g we have J(w m )(Y ) = K m (w m , α m (Y )) = γK m (w m , α m (X 0 )) = 0.
Thus, by choosing the appropriate axes in space and the corresponding symmetry group we can assure that on the investigated trajectories J = 0. Applying the first statement of the theorem, we obtain the motion of a particle on the ellipsoid in the field with the potential (−hABC)/(A 2 x 2 +B 2 y 2 +C 2 z 2 ) with zero energy constant. Now, since the condition −hABC A 2 x 2 + B 2 y 2 + C 2 z 2 < 0 holds everywhere, the proof of the theorem is completed by applying the Maupertuis principle (see e.g. [7] ).
Theorem 5. Consider the problem of the motion of a rigid body in an axially symmetric force field. For the zero momentum constant and any energy constant satisfying the condition h > max V 0 there exist at least three motions such that each of them is periodic with respect to some frame of reference rotating with the constant angular velocity about the force field symmetry axis.
Proof. Applying to such a problem the statement of Theorem 4 we obtain that on the level h > max V ) it is isomorphic to the geodesic flow on the ellipsoid E 2 in the metric dΣ 1 = ABC(h − V )(A 2 x 2 + B 2 y 2 + C 2 z 2 ) −1/2 dσ, where V : E 2 → R is defined by V 0 in Theorem 4 and dσ is the metric on E 2 induced by the scalar product in R 3 . According to the results of the work [3] , this flow has at least three closed geodesics. These geodesics correspond to periodic solutions of the reduced system. Let ϕ = ϕ(t), θ = θ(t) be such a solution with a period T . Then by Remark 23, the corresponding solution of the initial problem is ϕ = ϕ(t), θ = θ(t), ψ = ψ 0 + t 0 f (ϕ(τ ), θ(τ ),φ(τ ),θ(τ ))dτ,
whereψ = f (ϕ, θ,φ,θ) is found from the equation J = 0. Explicitly, ψ = − (A − B)θ sin ϕ cos ϕ sin θ + Cφ cos θ (A sin 2 ϕ + B cos 2 ϕ) sin 2 θ + C cos 2 θ .
Hence,ψ(t) is a periodic function with the period T . Then ψ = ψ 0 + Λt + Ψ(t), where
and Ψ(t) is a T -periodic function. Consider a coordinate frame in the inertial space rotating with the angular velocity Λ about the symmetry axis. With respect to this frame the trajectory (35) has the form ϕ = ϕ(t), θ = θ(t), ψ = ψ 0 + Ψ(t) and is T -periodic. The theorem is proved.
